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Signaletic operads

Florent Hivert‡1 and Vincent Pilaud§2

1 LRI, Université Paris-Sud, Orsay, France
2 CNRS & LIX, École Polytechnique, Palaiseau, France

Abstract. We define signaletic operads that extend the dendriform and diassociative
operads by abstracting shuffle product decompositions according to the provenance of
the first k letters. We realize these operads combinatorially in terms of multipermuta-
tions and multiposets avoiding certain patterns.

Résumé. Nous définissons les opérades signaletiques qui généralisent les opérades
dendriforme et diassociative par abstraction de décompositions du produit de mélange
selon la provenance des k premières lettres. Nous réalisons ces opérades combinatoire-
ment en termes de multipermutations et multiposets évitant certains motifs.

Keywords: Shuffle product splitting, operads, Koszul duality, dendriform algebras

1 Introduction

Shuffle splitting. In his study of Leibniz algebras (a.k.a. non-commutative Lie algebras),
J.-L. Loday introduced dendriform algebras [7]. They formalize the splitting of the shuf-
fle product� into two operations≺ and� according to the provenance of the first letter:

� = ≺+� where xX ≺ yY = x(X� yY) and xX � yY = y(xX�Y).

Suitable adaptations of this definition endow with a dendriform structure any shuffle-
like algebra, including C. Malvenuto and C. Reutenauer’s algebra on permutations [10].
Dendriform algebras are closely related to Catalan combinatorics since the free dendri-
form algebra is J.-L. Loday and M. Ronco’s algebra on binary trees [8].

Two natural generalizations of dendriform algebras were recently studied, further
splitting the shuffle product into four partial shuffles according to the provenance of:

(i) the first and last letters, defining a quadri-algebra structure of [1, 4], or
(ii) the first two letters, defining a 2-twistiform algebra structure of [11].

The objective of this paper is to unify and largely extend these constructions and to
clarify the underlying combinatorics.

‡florent.hivert@lri.fr. Supp. by ANR CARMA 12 BS01 0017.
§vincent.pilaud@lix.polytechnique.fr. Supp. by ANR SC3A 15 CE40 0004 01 and CAPPS 17 CE40 0018.
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2 Florent Hivert and Vincent Pilaud

Operads. Operads provide a good algebraic formalism to abstract and compare differ-
ent types of algebras. Here, we adopt a resolutely combinatorial perspective on operads,
based on symbolic manipulations of syntax trees. In a world with more than one op-
eration, syntax trees play the role of monomials in classical commutative associative
algebra. Substituting variables in a monomial then translates into grafting syntax trees.
The linear relations between the operations of the algebras translate to linear relations
between syntax trees. For instance, the three conditions

a≺(b≺c)+a≺(b�c)=(a≺b)≺c a�(b≺c)=(a�b)≺c a�(b�c)=(a≺b)�c+(a�b)�c

defining a dendriform algebra translate into the operadic relations

≺
≺ +

≺
� =

≺
≺

�
≺ =

≺
�

�
� =

�
≺ +

�
� .

The dendriform operad is nothing else but the vector space generated by syntax trees
labeled by {≺,�} modulo the application of these relations anywhere inside the trees.
Remarkably, the Catalan number Cp := 1

p+1(
2p
p ) appears here in two unrelated ways: triv-

ially, there are 2p−1Cp−1 syntax trees of arity p and more subtly, there are Cp linearly in-
dependent syntax trees of arity p modulo dendriform relations. While this enumeration
can be shown with elementary methods, it is enlighten by Koszul duality.

An operad O is Koszul when it admits a quadratic presentation whose relations can
be oriented into a convergent rewriting system. When this happens, the orthogonal of
the relations for a suitable scalar product defines the Koszul dual operad O! of O. For
instance, the Koszul dual of the dendriform operad is the diassociative operad defined by

≺
≺ =

≺
� =

≺
≺

�
≺ =

≺
�

�
� =

�
≺ =

�
� .

The combinatorics of two Koszul dual operads are strongly interconnected, as is enumer-
atively illustrated by their Hilbert series. The Hilbert series HO(t) := ∑p≥1 dimO(p) tp

of an operad O records the dimensions of the vector spaces of syntax trees (modulo rela-
tions) graded by their arity. The Hilbert series of two Koszul dual operads turn out to be
Lagrange inverses: HO(−HO!(−t)) = t. For instance, the dendriform and diassociative
Hilbert series are HDend(t) = ∑p≥1Cptp = 1−

√
1−4t

2t − 1 and HDiass(t) = ∑p≥1ptp = t
1−t2 .

Contribution. We observe that further splitting the shuffle product according to the
provenance of the first k letters defines a Koszul operad whose Koszul dual has Hilbert
series ∑p≥1pk tp = Eulk(t)

(1−t)k+1 (where Eulk(t) = ∑σ∈Sk
tdes(σ)+1 is the kth Eulerian polyno-

mial). Our main tool to study this pair of Koszul dual operads is the signaletic interpreta-
tion of their relations: we consider syntax trees labeled by operations in {≺,�}k modulo
relations defined by the destinations of k cars (or bikes for ecological reasons) traversing
the trees following the operations as traffic signals. We study these operads through
their free algebras, that we combinatorially realize in terms of multipermutations and
multiposets avoiding certain patterns. We refer to [6] for much more details and proofs.
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2 Background on operads

2.1 Operads

An operad is an algebraic structure abstracting a type of algebras. We give here the for-
mal definitions needed in this paper. We refer to [9] for classical references on operads,
and to [2, 5] for more combinatorial approches.

Definition 2.1. A (non-symmetric) operad is a vector space of operations O =
⊕

p≥1
O(p)

endowed with a unit 11 ∈ O(1) and partial compositions ◦i : O(p)⊗O(q)→ O(p + q− 1)
for all p, q ≥ 1 and i ∈ [p] such that for all p ∈ O(p), q ∈ O(q), r ∈ O(r):

(unitality) 11 ◦1 p = p = p ◦i 11 for all i ∈ [p],
(series composition) (p ◦i q) ◦i+j−1 r = p ◦i (q ◦j r) for all i ∈ [p], j ∈ [q],
(parallel composition) (p ◦i q) ◦j+q−1 r = (p ◦j r) ◦i q for all i < j ∈ [p].

Operad morphisms are maps which commute with the compositions, operad ideals
are subspaces stable by compositions, and operad quotients are defined naturally.

Definition 2.2. The Hilbert series of O is the power series HO(t) := ∑p≥1 dimO(p) tp.

Definition 2.3. An algebra over O is a vector space Alg with a map O(p)⊗ Alg⊗p → Alg

respecting compositions: for p∈O(p), q∈O(q), a1⊗ · · · ⊗ ap+q−1∈Alg⊗p+q−1 and i∈ [p],
(p◦i q)(a1⊗ · · ·⊗ ap+q−1) = p(a1⊗ · · ·⊗ ai−1⊗ q(ai⊗ · · ·⊗ ai+q−1)⊗ ai+q⊗ · · ·⊗ ap+q−1).

2.2 Syntax trees, free operads, presentations, and rewriting systems

Operads are about ways to compose operations. To manipulate these compositions and
the relations between them, we need the fundamental tool of syntax trees. We only deal
with (and restrict our presentation to) binary operads (generated by binary operations).

Definition 2.4. A binary syntax tree over a set B is a rooted planar binary tree t whose
vertices are labeled by B. The arity of t is its number of leaves. Let Trees(B)(p) denote
the set of syntax trees of arity p and Trees(B) :=

⊔
p≥1

Trees(B)(p).

Definition 2.5. For a set B, the free binary operad is Free(B) :=
⊕

p≥1
Free(B)(p) where:

• Free(B)(p) is the vector space generated by binary syntax trees on B of arity p,
• ◦i is the linear map defined on two binary syntax trees s and t by grafting the root

of t on the i-th leaf of s, and extended by linearity to Free(B), and
• the unit is the tree with no internal node and only one leaf.

Definition 2.6. A presentation of a binary operadO is a pair (B,R) where R is a subspace
of Free(B) such thatO is isomorphic to the quotient operad Free(B)/〈R〉. The elements
of B are the generators while the elements of R are the relations of the presentation. The
operad O is said quadratic if the relations R only involves trees with two nodes.
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Definition 2.7. A quadratic rewriting rule is a pair (s, q) with a syntax tree s inTrees(B)(3)
and a linear combination q in Free(B)(3). A quadratic rewriting system over B is a set
of quadratic rewriting rules. A tree t ∈ Trees(B) rewrittes into an element p ∈ Free(B)
if there exists an integer i, a tree u of arity at least i, a rule (s, q) of the system, and
a triple of trees (l1, l2, l3) such that t = u ◦i

(
s ◦ (l1, l2, l3)

)
and p = u ◦i

(
q ◦ (l1, l2, l3)

)
(where s ◦ (l1, l2, l3) := ((s ◦3 l3) ◦2 l2) ◦1 l1 is the grafting of l1, l2, l3 at the three leaves of s).

Example 2.8. An example of application of the rewriting rule
( ≺
≺ ,

≺
≺ +

≺
�
)

is:

�

≺
� ≺
≺ �

�

≺
�

−→

�

≺
≺
� ≺

�
�

≺
�

+

�

≺
� �
≺ �

�

≺
�

Definition 2.9. A normal form is a tree that is not rewritable, which means that it does not
contain any pattern s of a rewriting rule (s, q). A rewriting system is convergent when
any syntax tree rewrites as a unique linear combination of normal forms.

Any convergent rewriting system defines a presentation where the relation space R is
spanned by s− q for all rules (s, q) in the system. In this case, the quotient Free(B)/〈R〉
can be identified with the linear span of the normal forms of the rewriting system.

2.3 Koszulity and Koszul duality

The only Koszul operads considered in this paper are set operads (i.e. where the right
hand side of each rewriting rule consists in a single tree) and their Koszul duals (defined
below). We therefore skip the technical definition of Koszul operads and only present a
criterion valid in the context of set operads, borrowed from [3], that we take as definition.

Definition 2.10. A set operad O is Koszul if it admits a quadratic presentation whose
relations can be oriented into a convergent rewriting system. Moreover, the set of normal
forms of the rewriting system is called a Poincaré – Birkhoff – Witt basis of O.

We now define Koszul duality. We endow the homogeneous component of degree 3
of the free operad Free(B) with a scalar product 〈 · | · 〉 defined by 〈 a ◦1 b | a ◦1 b 〉 := 1
and 〈 a ◦2 b | a ◦2 b 〉 := − 1, while 〈 a ◦i b | c ◦j d 〉 := 0 in all other situations.

Definition 2.11. The Koszul dual of a quadratic operad O presented by (B,R) is the
quadratic operad O! presented by (B,R!), where R! is the orthogonal complement of R
for 〈 · | · 〉. The Koszul dual of a Koszul operad is Koszul.

Theorem 2.12. The Hilbert series of two Koszul dual Koszul operads O and O! are related by
Lagrange inversion: HO(−HO!(−t)) = t.
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3 Signaletic and citelangis operads

3.1 Signaletic interpretation of the diassociative operad
≺

�
≺

1 �
2 3

≺
4 ≺

5 6

�
�

7 8
�

≺
9 10

11

Consider that a syntax tree t on the operators {≺,�} is
an arborescent road where each branching node is occupied
by a traffic signal ≺ or � . A car arrives at the root of t and
drives through the tree t following at each branching node
the direction indicated by the traffic signal. The car ends at
a certain leaf of t that we call the destination of t. This procedure is illustrated above.
Observe that the diassociative relations are compatible with the destination:

≺
1 ≺

2 3

= ≺
1 �

2 3

= ≺
≺

1 2
3

�
1 ≺

2 3

= ≺
�

1 2
3

�
1 �

2 3

= �
≺

1 2
3
= �
�

1 2
3

.

This shows that two equivalent syntax trees have the same destination. The reverse
statement can be shown using normal forms as will be generalized in Theorem 3.7.

Proposition 3.1 ([7]). Two syntax trees on {≺,�} with the same arity represent the same
operation in the diassociative operad if and only if they have the same destination.

3.2 Signaletic operads

This signaletic interpretation motivates two generalizations of the diassociative operad.
Namely, fix an integer k ≥ 1, consider a syntax tree t on the operators Bk := {≺,�}k, and
assume that k cars arrive at the root of t. These k cars drive through the tree t following
the directions indicated by the traffic signal at each branching node in two ways:
• Parallel: The k cars all start together at the root of t, and the i-th car always follows

the indication given by the i-th letter of the traffic signal at each branching node.
• Series: The k cars start one after the other at the root of t, and each car always

follows the indication given by the leftmost remaining letter of the traffic signal at
each branching node and erases it.

≺�≺

≺��
�≺≺

1 ≺��
2 3

��≺
4 �≺≺

5 6

≺��
�≺�

7 8
�≺�

�≺≺
9 10

11

≺�≺

≺��
�≺≺

1 ≺��
2 3

��≺
4 �≺≺

5 6

≺��
�≺�

7 8
�≺�

�≺≺
9 10

11

Figure 1: Traversing the syntax tree in parallel (left) or in series (right).
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We call parallel (resp. series) destination vector of a syntax tree t the vector (`1, . . . , `k)
whose jth coordinate records the destination `j of the jth car after traversing t in parallel
(resp. series). Two syntax trees are parallel (resp. series) signaletic equivalent if they have the
same parallel (resp. series) destination vector. This relation is compatible with grafting.

Proposition 3.2. The parallel (resp. series) k-signaletic equivalence is compatible with grafting of
syntax trees. Namely, if we denote by p

‖
j , q‖j and r

‖
j (resp. p‡

j , q‡
j and r

‡
j ) the parallel (resp. series)

destination of the jth car in the syntax trees t, s and t ◦i s, then

r
‖
j =


p
‖
j if p‖j < i,

p
‖
j + q

‖
j − 1 if p‖j = i,

p
‖
j + q− 1 if p‖j > i,

and r
‡
j =


p

‡
j if p‡

j < i,

p
‡
j + q

‡
|{`≤j | p‡

`=i}| − 1 if p‡
j = i,

p
‡
j + q− 1 if p‡

j > i.

Definition 3.3. The parallel (resp. series) k-signaletic operad Sig
‖
k (resp. Sig‡

k) is the quotient
of the free operad on Bk by the parallel (resp. series) k-signaletic equivalence.

By definition, the basis of the parallel (resp. series) k-signaletic operad is given by
syntax trees on Bk modulo the parallel (resp. series) k-signaletic equivalence, and the
composition is given by grafting. Alternatively, we can represent this basis using desti-
nation vectors, and the composition is described by the rules of Proposition 3.2. Since
there are pk possible destination vectors in arity p, we obtain the following expression
for the Hilbert series of the k-signaletic operads in terms of Eulerian polynomials.

Proposition 3.4. The Hilbert series of the k-signaletic operads Sig‖k and Sig
‡
k are given by

HSig
‖
k
(t) = HSig

‡
k
(t) = ∑

p≥1
pktp =

Eulk(t)
(1− t)k+1 ,

where Eulk(t) :=∑p≥0〈
k
p〉tp and 〈kp〉 is the number of permutations of Sk with p descents.

We now consider the relations in the k-signaletic operads, i.e. the pairs of syntax trees
with the same destination vectors. The next two definitions are justified in Theorem 3.7.

Definition 3.5. The parallel (resp. series) k-signaletic relations are the quadratic relations
of Sig‖k (resp. Sig‡

k). See Example 3.8.

Definition 3.6. A right parallel (resp. series) k-signaletic comb is a syntax tree c on Bk where:
• the left child of each node of c is empty, and
• each signal not visited by a car in the parallel (resp. series) traversal of c points left.

We now consider the rewriting system defined by the rewriting rules (s, c) where s

and c are two distinct quadratic trees with the same parallel (resp. series) destination
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vector and c is a right parallel (resp. series) k-signaletic comb. We can prove that all ap-
plications of this rewriting rule are increasing in a variant of the Tamari lattice on binary
trees labeled by Bk, from which we deduce that this rewriting system is convergent and
that its normal forms are precisely the right parallel (resp. series) k-signaletic combs.
This yields the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.7. The k-signaletic operads Sig‖k and Sig
‡
k are quadratic and Koszul. In particular, the

parallel (resp. series) k-signaletic relations give a presentation of Sig‖k (resp. Sig‡
k) and the right

parallel (resp. series) k-signaletic combs form a Poincaré – Birkhoff – Witt basis of Sig‖k (resp. Sig‡
k).

Example 3.8. The 1-signaletic relations are the diassociative relations given in Section 1.
The series 2-signaletic relations are the next 23 relations, labeled by destination vectors:

≺≺
≺≺ =

≺≺
≺� =

≺≺
�≺ =

≺≺
�� =

≺≺
≺≺ (11),

≺�
≺≺ =

≺�
≺� =

≺≺
≺� (12),

≺�
�≺ =

≺�
�� =

≺�
≺≺ =

≺�
≺� (13),

�≺
≺≺ =

�≺
≺� =

≺≺
�≺ (21),

��
≺≺ =

≺≺
�� (22),

��
≺� =

≺�
�≺ =

≺�
�� (23),

�≺
�≺ =

�≺
�� =

�≺
≺≺ =

�≺
≺� (31),

��
�≺ =

�≺
�≺ =

�≺
�� (32),

��
�� =

��
≺≺ =

��
≺� =

��
�≺ =

��
�� (33).

3.3 Citelangis operads

Definition 3.9. The parallel (resp. series) k-citelangis operad Cit
‖
k (resp. Cit‡

k) is the Koszul
dual of the parallel (resp. series) k-signaletic operad Sig

‖
k (resp. Sig‡

k).

Example 3.10. The 1-citelangis relations are the dendriform relations given in Section 1.
The parallel 2-citelangis relations are defining the quadri-algebras of [1, 4]. The series k-
citelangis relations are defining the k-twistiform algebras of [11]. For instance, the series
2-citelangis relations are the next 9 relations, labeled by destination vectors (≺� :=≺+�):

≺≺
≺�≺� =

≺≺
≺≺ (11),

≺�
≺≺� =

≺≺
≺� (12),

≺�
�≺� =

≺�
≺≺� (13),

�≺
≺≺� =

≺≺
�≺ (21),

��
≺≺ =

≺≺
�� (22),

��
≺� =

≺�
�≺� (23),

�≺
�≺� =

�≺
≺≺� (31),

��
�≺ =

�≺
�≺� (32),

��
�� =

��
≺�≺� (33).
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By Theorem 3.7, the k-citelangis operads Cit
‖
k and Cit

‡
k are both quadratic and Koszul.

Moreover, Theorem 2.12 has the following enumerative consequence.

Corollary 3.11. The Hilbert series of the k-citelangis operads Cit‖k and Cit
‡
k coincide and satisfy:

Eulk(−HCitk(−t)) = t(1 +HCitk(−t))k+1.

The dimension dk(p) := dim(Cit
‖
k(p)) = dim(Cit

‡
k(p)) is thus given by the summation formula:

dk(p) =
1
p ∑

i,j1,...,jk−1≥0
i+j′=p−1

(−1)j+j′
(
(k + 1)p

i

)(
p + j− 1

j

)(
j

j1, . . . , jk−1

)〈
k
1

〉j1
· · ·
〈

k
k− 1

〉jk−1

,

where j = j1 + · · ·+ jk−1 and j′ = j1 + · · ·+ (k− 1)jk−1. Alternatively, the dimension dk(p)
can be computed recursively from dk(1) = 1 by the formula:

dk(p) = ∑
q1,..., qk+1≥0

q1+···+qk+1=p−1

dk(q1) · · · dk(qk+1) +
k−1

∑
j=1

(−1)j+1
〈

k
j

〉
∑

q1,..., qj+1≥1
q1+···+qj+1=p

dk(q1) · · · dk(qj+1).

Example 3.12. The values of dk(p) for k ∈ [5] and p ∈ [8] are given by:

k\ p 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 OEIS ref

1 1 2 5 14 42 132 429 1430 A000108
2 1 4 23 156 1162 9192 75819 644908 A007297
3 1 8 101 1544 26190 474144 8975229 175492664 A291536
4 1 16 431 14256 525682 20731488 855780699 36512549680 —
5 1 32 1805 125984 9825222 820259712 71710602189 6481491238880 —

Example 3.13. For small k, the equations of Corollary 3.11 become:

• d1(p) = 1
p (

2p
p−1) =

1
p+1(

2p
p ) = Cp and d1(p) = ∑

a,b≥0
a+b=p−1

d1(a) d1(b),

• d2(p) = 1
p∑

i
(3p

i )(
2p−i−2
p−i−1 ) and d2(p) = ∑

a,b,c≥0
a+b+c=p−1

d2(a) d2(b) d2(c) + ∑
a,b≥1

a+b=p

d2(a) d2(b).

Thus, d2(p) counts the number of rooted non-crossing connected arc diagrams
on p + 1 points. To see the right summation formula, decompose the diagrams
according on whether the leftmost arc incident to the root is an isthme (then the
deletion of this arc decomposes the diagram into 3 subdiagrams with at least one
node) or not (then the deletion of this arc decomposes the diagram into 2 subdia-
grams with at least two nodes), as illustrated below.

= + + = +

https://oeis.org/A000108
https://oeis.org/A007297
https://oeis.org/A291536
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4 Actions

The shuffle algebra can be endowed with a dendriform structure [7] defined for the
words xX and yY by xX ≺ yY = x

(
X� yY

)
and xX � yY = y

(
xX�Y

)
. Replacing the

shuffle by the shifted shuffle, one endows similarly the algebra FQSym of permutations
with a dendriform structure. The resulting dendriform algebra is known to be free [4,
12], and the dendriform subalgebra of FQSym generated by the permutation 1 is known
to be the free dendriform algebra on one generator [8].

Splitting the shuffle product according to the provenance of the first and last letters
defines similarly a quadri-algebra (a.k.a. parallel 2-citelangis algebra) structure on FQSym,
see [1, 4]. Again, this action is known to be free [4, 12]. Unfortunately, it cannot be ex-
tended to define parallel k-citelangis algebras for k > 2 since a word has only two ends!
But it extends to series k-citelangis algebras using the provenance of the first k letters.

4.1 Series k-citelangis action on k-permutations

Definition 4.1. For b ∈ {≺,�}∗ and two words X and Y with |b| ≤ min(|X|, |Y|), define

X b Y =


X�Y if b = ε,
x(X b Y) if b = ≺b and X = xX,
y(X b Y) if b = �b and Y = yY.

In other words, X b Y is the shuffle of X and Y, except that the i-th letter of X bY is
forced to belong to X (resp. to Y) if the i-th letter of b is ≺ (resp. is �).

It was shown in [11] that this defines a series k-citelangis algebra on words of size
at least k. In order to transpose this action onto permutations, we observe that we need
permutations whose length is at least k and whose blocks of k consecutive values always
remain sorted. This motivates the following definition.

Definition 4.2. A k-permutation of degree n is a permutation of the set {{1{k}, . . . , n{k}}}
where each value has k indistinguishable copies. The shifted shuffle µ� ν of two k-permu-
tations µ and ν of degrees m and n is the linear combination of all k-permutations of
degree m + n whose first m (resp. last n) values are ordered as in µ (resp. as in ν).

Let FQSymk be the vector space generated by all k-permutations. The shifted shuffle
defines a graded algebra on FQSymk generalizing C. Malvenuto and C. Reutenauer’s
algebra on permutations [10]. We now split the shuffle into 2k operations as in [11].

Definition 4.3. For b ∈ Bk := {≺,�}k and two k-permutations µ and ν of degree m and n,
consider the sum µ b ν of all k-permutations π ∈ µ� ν such that for all i ∈ [k], we
have πi ≤ m if bi = ≺ while πi > m if bi = �.

Proposition 4.4 ([11]). The algebra (FQSymk, � ), endowed with the operators of Definition 4.3,
defines a series k-citelangis algebra. The shifted shuffle product � of FQSymk is given by ≺�k.
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4.2 Fully k-cuttable k-permutations

This section makes a combinatorial detour to introduce k-cuts in k-permutations, which
are both needed to study the freeness of FQSymk and interesting in their own right.

Definition 4.5. A k-cut of a k-permutation σ of degree n is a value γ ∈ [n − 1] such
that σ = µνω where µ, ν and ω are words with |µ| = k and νi ≤ γ < ωj for all i ∈ [|ν|]
and j ∈ [|ω|]. A k-permutation is k-cuttable if it admits a k-cut, and fully k-cuttable if its
restriction to any interval (equivalently, any subset) of [n] of size at least 2 is k-cuttable.

For instance, the 2-permutation 31421324 (resp. 31213244, resp. 363121244556) is
2-uncuttable (resp. 2-cuttable but not fully 2-cuttable, resp. fully 2-cuttable). For k ≤ 2,
fully k-cuttable k-permutations are characterized by pattern avoiding conditions.

Proposition 4.6. 1. A 1-permutation is fully 1-cuttable if and only if it avoids the pattern 231.
2. A 2-permutation is fully 2-cuttable if and only if it avoids b · b′ · c · a with a ≤ b, b′ ≤ c.

More generally, the following statement provides a necessary and a sufficient pattern
avoiding conditions, although these two conditions do not match for k > 2.

Proposition 4.7. Let k ≥ 1 and σ be a k-permutation.
• If σ if fully k-cuttable, it contains no pattern b1 · · · bk · c · a with a ≤ bi ≤ c for i ∈ [k],
• If σ is not fully k-cuttable, it contains a pattern a1 · · · ak · b · a with a < b and ai ≤ b

for i ∈ [k], and a pattern b1 · · · bk · b · a with a < b and a ≤ bi for i ∈ [k].

In fact, this family fulfills the following property, classical in pattern avoidance.

Theorem 4.8. Fully k-cuttable k-permutations form a k-permutation class (stable by restriction).

4.3 Freeness

To show the freeness of FQSymk, we study the evaluation of syntax trees on permutations.

Definition 4.9. Let Perm‡(t; σ1, . . . , σp) be the evaluation of a syntax tree t ∈ Trees(Bk)
of arity p on p k-permutations σ1, . . . , σp using the operations of Definition 4.3. The series
permutation evaluation of t is then Perm‡(t) :=Perm‡(t; 1{k}, . . . , 1{k}).

One difficulty to understand the k-citelangis structure of FQSymk is that Perm‡(t) is
a big linear combination of k-permutations. We will understand this full combination in
Section 4.4 using multiposets. At the moment, we overpass this difficulty as follows.

Definition 4.10. Let LexMin(F) be the lexicographic minimal k-permutation with non-
zero coefficient in F. The lexmin series permutation evaluation of t is LexMin(Perm‡(t)).

Proposition 4.11. The lexmin series permutation evaluations of the syntax trees of Trees(Bk)
are precisely the fully k-cuttable k-permutations.
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These lexmin series permutation evaluations actually endow FQSymk with a structure
of algebra over yet another operad called tidy series k-citelangis operad in [6] that general-
izes the duplicial operad. While unreported in this extended abstract for space reasons,
this operad can be defined with the same ideas as in Section 3. Namely, it is the Koszul
dual of the quotient of the free operad on Bk by the relations that identify two tidy
syntax trees with the same destination vectors and identify all messy syntax trees to 0.
Here, a syntax tree is called tidy if all signals not encountered by a car during the series
traversal points to the left, and messy otherwise. The combinatorial properties of k-cuts
in k-permutations enable us to prove the following statement.

Theorem 4.12. Any k-permutation τ can be expressed as τ = LexMin(Perm‡(t; σ1, . . . , σp))
for some syntax tree t ∈ Trees(Bk) of arity p and some k-uncuttable permutations σ1, . . . , σp.
Moreover, this expression is unique up to the tidy series k-citelangis relations. In other words,
the tidy series k-citelangis algebra FQSymk is free on k-uncuttable k-permutations.

Finally, a triangularity argument pulls back freeness to the series k-citelangis operad.

Theorem 4.13. The series k-citelangis algebra FQSymk is free on k-uncuttable k-permutations.

4.4 Series k-citelangis operations on k-posets
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1 2
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To conclude, we provide a description of the series

permutation evaluations of Definition 4.9 in terms of
operations on the following family of posets.

Definition 4.14. A k-poset of degree n is a partial or-
der ≤ on {{1{k}, . . . , n{k}}}, such that the k copies of
each value form a chain in ≤. A k-poset ≤ is k-rooted if it has a k-root, i.e. a chain formed
by k elements which are smaller than all others. For j ≤ k, we denote by Rootj(≤) the first
j elements of ≤ and by ≤?j the subposet of ≤ induced by {{1{k}, . . . , n{k}}}r Rootj(≤).

Examples of 2-posets are represented above. We now define 2k operations on k-posets.

Definition 4.15. For b ∈ Bk := {≺,�}k with ` signals ≺ and r signals �, and two k-
posets ≤◦ and ≤• of degrees m and n, consider the k-poset of degree m + n defined
by ≤◦ b ≤• =

(
Root`(≤◦) b Rootr(≤•)

)
+
(
≤◦?` t≤•?r

)
, where + and t denote the or-

dered sum and disjoint union of posets, and ≤• denotes the poset ≤• where all values
are shifted by m. Its first m values are ordered as in ≤◦, its last n values are ordered as
in ≤•, and its jth element is weakly smaller then m if bj = ≺ and strictly larger than m
if bj = �. See the example above.

Definition 4.16. Let Pos‡(t;≤1, . . . ,≤p) be the evaluation of a syntax tree t ∈ Trees(Bk)
of arity p on p k-posets ≤1, . . . ,≤p using the operations of Definition 4.15. The series poset
evaluation of t is Pos‡(t) :=Pos‡(t; I{k}, . . . , I{k}), where I{k} is the chain on k copies of 1.
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These series poset evaluations define yet another relevant operad called poset operad
in [6]. Here, they are just a tool to understand the series permutation evaluations.

Lemma 4.17. For any syntax tree t ∈ Trees(Bk), we have Perm‡(t) = LinExt
(
Pos‡(t)

)
,

where LinExt(≤) denotes the sum of all linear extensions of a multiposet ≤.

To conclude, we describe the series poset evaluations (compare to Proposition 4.11).

Definition 4.18. Let ≤ be a k-rooted k-poset of degree n and γ ∈ [n− 1]. We say that
γ is a k-cut of ≤ if we can write {{1{k}, . . . , n{k}}} = Rootk(≤M) t L t R such that, for
all ` ∈ L and r ∈ R, we have ` ≤ γ < r and ` and r are incomparable for ≤M. We say that
the k-rooted k-poset ≤M is k-cuttable if it admits a k-rooted cut, and fully k-cuttable if its
restriction to any interval (equivalently, any subset) of [n] of size at least 2 is k-cuttable.

Proposition 4.19. The series poset evaluations of the syntax trees of Trees(Bk) are precisely the
fully k-cuttable k-posets.
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